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Atelier Chair was designed for the new restaurant of Nationalmuseum in 

Stockholm and derives its name from the location for which it was designed, 

which evokes an artist’s atelier. 

Commissioned by the museum as part of its extensive renovations, the Swedish 

design practice TAF Studio partnered with Artek to realise a universal wooden 

chair for public and private spaces. It will be in place at the museum’s restaurant 

and auditorium for its reopening on 13 October. 

Atelier Chair joins the Artek portfolio and is now available.
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Atelier Chair was designed by TAF Studio (Gabriella Gustafson and Mattias Ståhlbom) in cooperation
with Artek for the Nationalmuseum in Stockholm.
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TAF Studio is a Stockholm-based design and architecture practice founded by 

Gabriella Gustafson and Mattias Ståhlbom. The studio strives to create designs 

that are quotidian and essential, whilst taking into consideration both context 

and origin. Via a process that involves a careful investigation of materials and 

construction techniques, TAF Studio plunders the landscape of mass produced 

consumables to create innovative work that is often both humorous and thought 

provoking. Since TAF Studio’s foundation in 2002, the team has achieved 

international acclaim. Their designs have been exhibited at MoMA, and are now 

part of the permanent collections of Nationalmuseum in Stockholm and the 

Danish Design Museum in Copenhagen.
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Nationalmuseum in Stockholm reopens to the public after extensive renovations on Oct 13, 2018.
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NM& – a collaboration of creative vision and high-quality craftsmanship:
Nationalmuseum, today Sweden’s museum for art and design, opened in 1866. 
In 2013 the museum closed for extensive renovations, expanding its public spaces 
considerably. The museum considered this an opportunity to foster contemporary 
design creation and invited Swedish designers to re-imagine its public areas as 
part of the NM& initiative, an artistic collaboration between designers and 
producers. Each designer teamed up with a Nordic manufacturer to explore 
materials and production methods, and ultimately provide visitors to the museum 
with insights into the design process. Stockholm-based TAF Studio, founded by 
Gabriella Gustafson and Mattias Ståhlbom, was commissioned to create the 
museum restaurant’s main dining hall as part of this broad collaborative project 
and partnered with Artek to realise Atelier Chair, drawing on the company’s long 
lasting expertise with wood and its high level of craftsmanship. The design 
studio’s creative vision, realised to exceptional standards, results in a chair that 
impresses through its elegance, timelessness and transversality. 
Nationalmuseum’s meaningful initiative, which brings together designers and 
manufacturers in the cultural realm, immediately triggered our interest at Artek. 
While the Atelier Chair was created with a specific setting – the museum – in 
mind, it has universal qualities and will easily travel to all different kinds of 
spaces.
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A special dark red lacquered finish was conceived for Nationalmuseum’s new restaurant.
Upon request Atelier Chair is available with customised lacquers or stains, starting at 20 units.
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Atelier Chairs in use in the restaurant of
the Nationalmuseum (105 chairs).
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Atelier Chairs in use in the restaurant of
the Nationalmuseum (105 chairs).
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Atelier Chairs (140, natural oak) are used
in the Atrium of Nationalmuseum for events.
A stacking dolly is available upon request.
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Atelier Chair’s slender proportions and geometric lines combine with simple yet 

elegant details, such as the connecting bars which hug the front legs, to create 

an informal aesthetic. Lightweight, at only four kilos, the chair stacks very well. 

Compact and easy to move from one location to another, Atelier Chair is ideally 

suited to public spaces, such as the museum’s restaurant and auditorium, while 

equally at home at the dining table or in the office.  

Comfortable and versatile, Atelier Chair references an early-20th century chair 

by acclaimed Swedish architect Sven Markelius. It is composed of solid wood 

and available in natural lacquered oak, ash and beech. It also comes in a choice 

of three colours: black, green and dark red. In keeping with Artek’s sustainable 

values, locally-sourced species of wood are used. Sturdily built to standards of 

precise craftsmanship, Atelier Chair will age with grace. 
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Available now: six standard versions, all Quick Ship.
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Beech, natural lacquered, matt.
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Ash, natural lacquered, matt.
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Oak, natural lacquered, matt.
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Beech, black lacquered
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Beech, dark red lacquered
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Beech, green lacquered
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Detail - Beech, natural lacquered
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Detail - Beech, natural lacquered
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Detail - Beech, natural lacquered
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Atelier Chair is safely stackable up to 7 chairs high on the floor.



Solid wood stacking chair for use in public spaces – fully compliant to EN16139 (2014), Level 1.
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Beech Ash Oak
natural lacquered natural lacquered natural lacquered
Art. 28104301 Art. 28104302 Art. 28104303

EUR 349,-* EUR 379,-* EUR 449,-*
SEK 3690,-* SEK 3990,-* SEK 4790,-*
NOK 3490,-* NOK 3890,-* NOK 4590,-*
GBP 329.-* GBP 349.-* GBP 409.-*
CHF 429,-* CHF 469,-* CHF 539,-*

Materials: solid wood construction, 3D-shaped solid wood backrest (one piece), seat in formed beech 
plywood with decorative top veneer. Matt clear lacquer or pigmented lacquer. Felt glides for hard floors 
or plastic glides for carpets. TPE anti-slip stacking glides. Overall dimensions: W42 x D 48 x H 78,5 cm.
Seat height: 45,5 cm, level seat.

Quick-ship. Now in stock in Neuenburg/D.

* all prices, list prices excl. VAT.
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Beech Beech Beech
black lacquered dark red lacquered green lacquered
Art. 28104304 Art. 28104305 Art. 28104306

EUR 379,- * EUR 379,-* EUR 379,-*
SEK 3990,-* SEK 3990,-* SEK 3990,-*
NOK 3890,-* NOK 3890,-* NOK 3890,-* 
GBP 349.-* GBP 349.-* GBP 349.-* 
CHF 469,-* CHF 469,-* CHF 469,-* 

Materials: solid wood construction,  3D-shaped solid wood backrest (one piece), seat in formed beech 
plywood with decorative top veneer. Matt clear lacquer or pigmented lacquer. Felt glides for hard floors 
or plastic glides for carpets. TPE anti-slip stacking glides. Overall dimensions: W42 x D 48 x H 78,5 cm.
Seat height: 45,5 cm, level seat.

Quick-ship. Now in stock in Neuenburg/D.

* all prices, list prices excl. VAT.
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Standard versions Art. 28104301 – 28104306:

• always in stock in Neuenburg/D – QUICKSHIP !

• beech, ash, oak, black, dark red, green

• one chair in a box

• felt glide mounted (plastic glide with screws included in box)

Configurable Versions Art. 28104300 – for contract business:

• Made to order, 3-4 weeks production lead time

• 6 versions: ash, oak, beech, black, dark red or green

• Configurable:

• Mounted felt glides or plastic glides

• Delivered 1 chair or 2 chairs stacked in a box

Customization

• custom surface finishes available as of 20 chairs (per custom variant and order)

• customer stains or custom lacquer colors (NCS/RAL codes accepted)

• Ash, beech or oakwood – other wood species upon request
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• BASIC – a universal solid wooden chair

• LIGHTWEIGHT – just under 4 kg, very compact footprint: W42 x D48 cm

• STACKABLE – up to 7 chairs high on the floor

• COMFORTABLE – well shaped solid wood backrest and plywood seat

• BUY NOW, KEEP FOREVER – sturdy construction, no limitations for public 

use (EN 16139/Level 1)

• AGE WITH GRACE – solid wood, precise craftsmanship, beautiful details

• SUSTAINABLE – made in the EU from European wood

• QUICK SHIP – always in stock in Neuenburg/D, delivery assembled, one

chair in a box, ready for mailorder
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Ash, natural lacquered



KIITOS.
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